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ABSTRACT: One of the important countermeasures against an incoming strong motion
shaking is a timely alarm that warns the population, so people can either escape or take shel-
ter. While developing an earthquake early warning system, rapid detection and spreading the
alarm are the major challenges. False alarms, however, are a potential problem because they
cause disturbance, so effective discriminating methods are needed. This study presents syn-
thetic seismic waveform with various features to help researchers by generating new data they
want, such as the huge data set in a short time for future earthquake-related activities such as
sorting method for solving false alarm. Due to the recent advance in computational power,
this study uses deep convolutional neural networks to extract the features of ground motions.
The advanced technique of generative adversarial network (GAN), Wasserstein GAN with
gradient penalty is used.

1 INTRODUCTION

As computational power increases, machine learning techniques which use statistical method
for computers to learn features are being adapted in various field (e.g., classification, predic-
tion problem, etc.) with high performance. This technique extracts characteristics from vari-
ous data and provides information to users. These extracted features can be unrecognized
things for researchers, and be useful to make decisions for future numerical situations. In
these days, numerous data in earthquake databases can be easily accessed. This simple access
to vast amount of data can robust machine learning performance.
Earthquake early warning (EEW), which is the system that reducing entire social damage

with a rapid warning network, is still a challenging topic about its accuracy as well as effi-
ciency. Vibration due to the natural and artificial factors (e.g., device malfunction, construc-
tion etc.) in the vicinity of seismic sensors causes false alert and database to be stored the
waveform data incorrectly (Li et al. 2018). These things lead to a social confusion, so reliable
method to distinguish seismic waveform from other noise is important for future EEW.
In this study, we focused on generating synthetic ground motion data using generative

adversarial network (GAN) as a way to help future seismic related study such as the discrim-
inator’s performance test for avoiding misplaced data, by using earthquake waveform data
with various features combined. As an unsupervised learning method suggested by Goodfel-
low et al. (2014), GAN can estimate the probability distribution of raw data and generate
similar distribution through the artificial neural network. This neural network consists of two
networks called discriminator and generator, and they compete each other. Generator makes
samples like real ones to trick the discriminator while the discriminator checks them which the
data are fake or not (Figure 1). Applying to this subject, the discriminator identifies the earth-
quake parameters, whereas the generator performs the inference and predicts the strong
motion time histories over the entire region. Both of them include an encoder/decoder from z,
latent network space, to x, earthquake parameters. Repeating this process, discriminator and
generator are trained together over the entire database of recorded earthquake in the region
of interest.
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Many advanced method of GAN which are prominent in certain tasks have been presented.
Possessing their own specific layer architecture, changing mathematical source, adding some-
thing useful from other algorithm are parts of them. In these flow of GANs, this work used
Wasserstein GANs with gradient penalty (WGAN-gp) for making synthetic ground motion
time series data.
WGAN is one of GAN development suggested by Arjovsky et al. (2017). This method pro-

posed Wasserstein distance, which is concept for measuring the probability distribution dis-
tance. Wasserstein distance deals better with the balance problem between discriminator and
generator compared with the Kullback-Leibler and Jensen-Shannon divergence which are for-
mulas to measure the difference of probability distributions, normally used to train GAN so it
complements the difficulties to learn of general GAN method and improves stability by
redefining loss function.
WGAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-gp) is another version of WGAN suggested by Gul-

raJani et al. (2017). It uses gradient penalty as an alternative way of weight clipping, so it
makes better optimization.
Convolution neural network (CNN) and fully connected layers are both in the generator

and discriminator in the frame of WGAN-gp of this study. This structure extracts the features
from data thus the performance to make seismic time history data is getting better, namely
noise data get similar to actual ones.

2 DATA

610,740 acceleration waveform data of ground motion from Japan are used in this study. The
accessible seismic data with MJMA ≥ 3.0 from January 2015 to January 2019 are included
from Japan database (K-Net and KiK-net).

3 TRAINING METHOD

3.1 Training outline

All the data go through the layers such as CNN, fully connected which are both in generator
and discriminator. These two models in WGAN-gp structure compete each together, learn the
seismic features, update their parameters after 4 step data preprocessing. In this repetition,
generator tries to make synthetic waveform like real one and discriminator decides the data to
fake or not as 0 and 1. Extra label for making gradient penalty is used for training.

3.2 Data processing

All data are following standard normal distribution that the mean and standard deviation are
processed with 0 and 1 after changing the data type to float. Different lengths of data are
common in these data set, so we limit the data maximum length to 20,000 counts, same as the
longest data. We pad the same data with value near 0, namely 1e-9 values are placed in front

Figure 1. Generative adversarial network framework
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of data starting point with 500 amounts, and the same value are inserted at the back of ending
point to make the total length to 20,000. For making the earthquake motion vibrating within
same value, minimum and maximum values are converted into -1, 1. Total data preprocessing
progress is showed in Figure 2.

3.3 Latent space

100 noise values are sampled from Gaussian distribution, which the mean and standard devi-
ation are -1, 1 as the form of one dimensional data.

3.4 Model layout

In generator, fully connected layer with rectified linear unit (relu) activation is the base, which
has 20,000 neurons. Reshape layer which divided the data into 100, 200 is followed after foun-
dation. 2 packages of up sampling layer, convolutional layer, batch normalization, relu activa-
tion are the next that each convolutional layer has 128, 64 filters with kernel size=4, and set
the padding option to same. Momentums in each batch normalizations are the same value,
0.8. Following convolutional layer has 50 filters, kernel size=4 with padding option applied
and hyperbolic Tangent (tanh) activation are followed after that. Reshape layer, which div-
ided the data into 20000, 1 is the last layer of generator. Total parameters are 2,168,978 with
384 non trainable parameters.
In discriminator, 6 packages of convolutional layer (each layer has 16, 16, 32, 32, 64, 64

filters, kernel size=3) with padding options set up, leaky relu with negative slope coefficient to
0.2, max pooling layers with size=2 are used before flatten layer. 3 groups of fully connected

Figure 2. Data preprocessing progress

Figure 3. GAN model layout
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layers (each layer has 500, 50, 15 neurons), leaky relu (negative slope coefficient = 0.2) are
followed after that. Fully connected layer with 1 neuron finally decides the data into two
parts, true or false as 0, 1. 10,066,411 parameters are totally used to train discriminator.
Both model have same optimizer, root mean square with 0.00005 learning rate. Wasserstein

loss is used to train generator and discriminator, gradient penalty are added to train
discriminator.
Total model structure is showed in Figure 3.

3.5 Training

30 samples of each acceleration ground history data are used for 1 epoch and 36,700 epochs are
done. In 1 epoch, generator trains one time after 5 times discriminator training with different 30
samples. Synthetic waveform produced from the generator, real data are fed into the discrimin-
ator, so the last layer makes decisions separating into 0 and 1 (0 for fake, 1 for real data).

4 RESULT

Latent spaces go through the generator, thus the 20,000 amount of time series data are gener-
ated. We assumed the time step between each data to 0.005 seconds, so total data lengths

Figure 4. Generated seismic waveform data
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become 100 seconds. 6 synthetic waveform data produced by the generator are presented in
Figure 4. As seen in figures, each synthetic ground motion has its specific features, such as
amplitude range, waveform shape.
It means that the generator can make data with different characteristics, so this GAN struc-

ture is trained successfully without any mode collapse which is one of main problem of GAN
for making same data.

5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have made synthetic seismic ground motion time history data with generative
adversarial network (GAN) to help future seismic related study by making the data we want.
One of the advanced method, Wasserstein GAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-gp) is used
for better training. All the data are preprocessed with 4 steps, which the values are finally
shaped within -1 to 1 and length to 20,000 before using them for training. Combination of
fully connected layers and convolutional neural networks (CNN) are in both generator and
discriminator as the main feature extracting layers. Two models extract features from real
waveform data, update parameters by competing each other. Discriminator can distinguish
whether the data is true or not, whereas generator can make synthetic ground motion like real
one and fool discriminator, so they enhance their abilities. Results from this network are syn-
thetic acceleration waveform data, produced from generator. Generator from this work has
advantage of being able to provide waveform data with various features (maximum amplitude
value, occurrence time of it, etc.). Comparing the statistical features with real ground motion,
each layer extracts features very well and the network avoids mode collapse, which means it
successfully trained.
These data can be applied to address various seismic research field, such as false alarm

trouble, discriminating study of earthquake early warning and incorrectly stored data event
by generating data we need. Even producing huge dataset in a short time is also possible, it
can be used in further study.
For advanced usage of these new generated data without searching the data in database,

training generator with labels is a good method because of its inductiveness. Conditional
GAN, auxiliary classifier GANs are appropriate in this case. These GAN methods need
labels, so once the network is trained with label information (maximum acceleration value, p-s
wave start-end time, etc.), it will provide more specific synthetic waveform data we really
want.
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